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Abstract 

This bachelor thesis compares three different cinematic adaptations of three novels by an American 

writer Kurt Vonnegut and focuses on the way they translate the humor of the three novels. The novels 

discussed are Mother Night (1962), Slaughterhouse Five (1969), and Breakfast of Champions (1973). 

The cinematic adaptations analyzed in this thesis are Slaughterhouse Five (1972) directed by George 

Roy Hill and based on a screenplay written by Stephen Geller, Mother Night (1996) directed by Keith 

Gordon and based on a screenplay written by Robert B. Weide and finally Breakfast of Champions 

(1999) directed by Alan Rudolph who also wrote the screenplay. The analysis as such is divided into 

four chapters. Chapter 2 introduces Kurt Vonnegut as an author as well as a person. Several key 

theories about humor are presented, mainly those articulated by Paul Lewis, Daniel Wickberg and 

Sarah Blacher Cohen. The phenomenon of cinematic adaptation is introduced in the same section and 

the theoretical background provided is based on works by Timothy Corrigan, Brian McFarlane and 

Seymour Chatman. Chapter 3 discusses the novel Slaughterhouse Five and its adaptation, focusing on 

its structure, themes, characters, time frame and humor. In Chapter 4, Mother Night is discussed in 

terms of the successfulness of Gordon‟s adaptation. The extent to which the humor of the novel is 

translated in the adaptation is the focus of the analysis. Chapter 5 focuses on Breakfast of Champions. 

The impact of crucial incongruities is evaluated and, once again, the translation of humor is discussed. 

The last chapter offers an outcome of the analysis: the final comparison of the three adaptations in 

question. 
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Abstrakt 

Tato bakalářská práce srovnává tři filmové adaptace tří různých literárních děl amerického spisovatele 

Kurta Vonneguta a zaměřuje se na způsob, jakým převádějí humor těchto tří literárních předloh. Jedná 

se o díla Mother Night (1962), přeloženo jako Matka Noc, Slaughterhouse Five (1969), přeloženo jako 

Jatka číslo pět a Breakfasts of Champions (1973), přeloženo jako Snídaně šampiónů. Analyzované 

filmové adaptace jsou Slaughterhouse Five (1972) v režii George Roye Hilla podle scénáře Stephena 

Gellera, Mother Night (1996) režírovaná Keithem Gordonem a natočena podle scénáře Roberta B. 

Weideho a konečně Breakfast of Champions (1999) podle scénáře Alana Rudolpha, který adaptaci 

také režíroval. Samotná analýza je rozdělena do čtyř kapitol. Kapitola 2 představuje Kurta Vonneguta 

jakožto autora i jako osobnost. Zároveň obsahuje několik stěžejních teorií o humoru, především teorie 

Paula Lewise, Daniela Wickberga a Sarah Blacher Cohenové. Tato kapitola také představuje fenomén 

filmové adaptace a tento teoretický základ se opírá o práce Timothyho Corrigana, Briana McFarlanea 

a Seymoura Chatmana. Kapitola 3 se zabývá dílem Slaughterhouse Five a jeho adaptací a zaměřuje se 

na strukturu, témata, postavy, časový rámec a humor. Kapitola 4 rozebírá úspěšnost adaptace Mother 

Night Keithe Gordona a míru, v jaké do ní byl převeden humor literární předlohy. Kapitola 5 se 

zaobírá dílem Breakfast of Champions a důsledkem zásadních nesrovnalostí. Zároveň je zhodnocen 

převod humoru z literární předlohy do adaptace. Poslední kapitola nabízí konečné srovnání 

hodnocených adaptací jako výsledek provedené analýzy.           
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1. Preface 

The aim of the present bachelor thesis is to evaluate three cinematic adaptations of three different 

literary pieces of work by Kurt Vonnegut. The works in question are Mother Night (1962), 

Slaughterhouse-Five (1969) and Breakfast of Champions (1973). All three adaptations were 

introduced under the same names as their source novels; however the chronology of their appearance 

is different. The movie Slaughterhouse-Five was introduced in 1972, directed by George Roy Hill and 

based on a screenplay written by Stephen Geller. The movie Mother Night from 1996 was directed by 

Keith Gordon and Robert B. Weide is the author of the screenplay. The movie Breakfast of Champions 

appeared in 1999. Alan Rudolph both wrote the screenplay and directed the movie.  

The thesis explores the difficulties of translating a novel into a movie in general as well as 

focuses on the particular issues Vonnegut‟s original style of prose gave the screenwriters and 

directors. The thesis presents key adaptation theories and later applies these to the three movies 

discussed. There are some significant differences between the approaches of Alan Rudolph, Keith 

Gordon and George Roy Hill and the aim of this thesis is to comment upon these as well as objectively 

evaluate the final cinematographic products. 

What makes Kurt Vonnegut particularly interesting as an author is his unique sense of humor. 

The thesis deals with the phenomenon of humor by presenting a theoretical background of terms such 

as “humor” and “sense of humor” and later applies these to specific examples of Vonnegut‟s humor 

within his novels. The main aim of the thesis is to evaluate the extent to which translating Kurt 

Vonnegut‟s humor into the cinematic adaptations of his novels is possible. To make the argument 

absolutely clear, the thesis analyzes Vonnegut‟s humor in the three novels respectively in as much 

detail as possible and explains exactly how and why the adaptations generally tend to fail to translate it 

successfully. 

Chapter 2 briefly introduces Kurt Vonnegut and provides all relevant information about him as 

an author. It also presents a few theories about humor and elaborates on upon the topic by describing 
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the uniqueness of his sense of humor as known from both his literature and private life. Lastly, the 

phenomenon of adaptation is briefly discussed within this chapter.  

Chapter 3 focuses on Slaughterhouse-Five since the movie version in the oldest of the three 

(1972). There are several categories discussed in terms of both the novel and the movie. These are 

characters, structure, description/narration, themes and time frame. This chapter deals with the 

differences between the literary text and the movie as well as examples of congruity. The main point 

of interest is the humor and its translation from the novel to the movie and the extent to which this was 

successful. The actual impact Kurt Vonnegut had on the movie and his perception of it are mentioned 

too. 

Chapter 4 is structurally similar to Chapter 3. It introduces the movie Mother Night from 1996 

which, chronologically, comes second. In comparison to Chapter 3, Chapter 4 elaborates more upon 

the form of the source novel and focuses on the omissions Weide and Gordon decided to make. This 

chapter also discusses the phenomenon of theatricality. Similar to Chapter 3, humor is the main focus 

of the discussion.  

Chapter 5 again follows the same patterns as Chapters 3 and 4 and focuses on the movie titled 

Breakfast of Champions from 1999. Humor is, again, the main focus of the chapter. In terms of 

fidelity, this movie is the least successful, since the number of changes made by Alan Rudolph is 

enormous. The movie often diverges from the novel not only in minor details but also in terms of 

significant story lines. This chapter is therefore partly dedicated to the issue of incongruity.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the points arrived at within the previous chapters and presents a 

reiteration of the argument as well as a conclusion. 
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2. General Information and Background 

2.1. Kurt Vonnegut 

2.1.1. Basic Introduction and Literary Career 

 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. was born on November 11, 1922 in Indianapolis, Indiana and died on April 11, 

2007 at the age of 84 in New York City. He was an American writer who considered himself a free-

thinker, an atheist, a humanist, an incorrigible pessimist and a suicide risk since he spent his whole 

adult life trying to kill himself by smoking unfiltered Pall Mall cigarettes. He is considered one of the 

best American satirists and the master of gallows humor. A term coined by Conrad Knickerbocker fits 

Vonnegut well: “a scorpion to the status quo.”
1
  

Vonnegut started his literary career as a short story writer. He contributed prolifically to 

several magazines in the 1950s. His first novel in 1952 was Player Piano which is more or less a 

conventional novel as to its form and in it Vonnegut, a life-long Luddite, expresses his negative 

attitude towards technology which he considered a scourge on humanity. In his second novel The 

Sirens of Titan (1959) Vonnegut began experimenting with some features of science fiction which was 

going to become characteristic in his work. Mother Night is his third major literary piece of work and 

it was first published in 1962. Cat’s Cradle from 1963 and God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, or Pearls 

before Swine from 1965 followed. In March 1969 Vonnegut‟s most well-known novel 

Slaughterhouse-Five was first published. The novel is still considered one of the best American novels 

of the 20
th
 century and appeared on the 100 Best Seller List of Time Magazine in 1998. The full title of 

the novel is actually Slaughterhouse-Five, or The Children’s Crusade: A Duty-Dance with Death. In 

July 1973 Breakfast of Champions, or Goodbye Blue Monday was published. Vonnegut‟s other novels 

                                                           
1
 Max Schultz, “Black Humor” in Comic Relief – Humor in Contemporary American Literature, ed. Sarah Blacher 

Cohen (Chicago/London, University of Illinois Press: 1978) 11.  
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are Slapstick, or Lonesome No More! (1976), Jailbird (1979), Deadeye Dick (1982), Galápagos: A 

Novel (1985), Bluebeard: The Autobiography of Rabo Karabekian (1916-1988) (1987), Hocus Pocus 

(1990) and Timequake (1997). Apart from these fourteen novels, Kurt Vonnegut is the author of 

twelve collections, of one hundred and twenty two short stories, seven plays and eighty one articles.  

Vonnegut‟s literary role model was Mark Twain whom he admired greatly and funnily enough 

came to resemble as an old man. Gary McMahon comments on their similarities:  

“Twain amazed and entertained Americans throughout the latter half of the 19
th
 century; Vonnegut did 

the same for Americans in the latter half of the 20
th
 century. Both men were born writers, practiced 

novelists and, most important, savage satirists quick with endless black humor and sharp wit. Each 

managed to have the last laugh, no matter how dire life and times got.”
2
 

 

Vonnegut considered Mark Twain an American Saint and named his only son Mark after him.       

 

2.1.2. Pessimism and “Artificial families” 

As for Vonnegut being an incorrigible pessimist, he actually had quite a number of reasons to be 

pessimistic. His mother Edith Lieber Vonnegut committed suicide with sleeping pills on Mothers‟ Day 

in May 1944. Several months later, in December of the same year, Vonnegut at the age of 22 

experienced war in the Battle of the Bulge. Vonnegut was captured and as a POW in Dresden he 

survived the complete destruction of the city by an air raid on February 13, 1945. Vonnegut‟s most 

popular novel Slaughterhouse-Five is based on this experience. 

 Vonnegut married his childhood sweetheart Jane Marie Cox after the World War II, but they 

separated in 1970. He married again in 1979 when photographer Jill Krementz became his wife. 

Vonnegut raised seven children in total, three of his own, three children of his sister Alice and an 

adopted daughter Lily. One week in 1958 was particularly traumatic for Vonnegut and his family. 

                                                           
2
Gary McMahon, Kurt Vonnegut and the Centrifugal Force of Fate (North Carolina, McFarland and Company: 

1959) 11. 
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Alice‟s husband James Carmalt Adams was killed on September 15, 1958 in a train crash and Alice 

died of cancer a few days later. Vonnegut‟s son Mark suffered a serious mental breakdown in 1968 

and described this incident in his only book Express to Eden. Vonnegut himself attempted suicide 

once. His son Mark said that: “in his brief attendance to the nuthouse, the old man was socializing and 

playing ping-pong within a day.”
3
 This is a good example of Vonnegut‟s ambiguity. His very gloomy 

picture of the world served the uniqueness of his style throughout his career; however, there was 

always the other side of the matter; i.e. Vonnegut was always in awe of life itself, other people and the 

idea of community. 

Apart from being a writer, Vonnegut was also the President of the American Humanist 

Association. In an essay titled “Flabbergasted”, Todd Davis explains why so many strangers mourned 

when Vonnegut died: “Kurt‟s writing made people feel like they belonged to a family of sorts…to 

which he believed we all needed to belong for good mental health and for a feeling of purpose in 

life.”
4
 It is a paradox that a person who claimed to be an incorrigible pessimist had the power to cheer 

up a whole artificial family of his readers. Even more paradoxically, the cheering up was done by the 

incorrigible pessimism and calling a spade a spade. As Kilgore Trout (Vonnegut‟s alter ego) puts it: 

“Life is no way to treat an animal.”
5
 Indeed, everything about Kurt Vonnegut seems to be ambiguous. 

He scorns people for all their flaws and stupidity, on the other hand, he cannot help loving them. His 

kind of humanism is sometimes referred to as “misanthropic humanism”, which is a term coined by 

Robert T. Tally.
6
  

 

 

                                                           
3
 McMahon 14. 

4
 Todd Davis, “Flabbergasted” in New Essays on the Work of Kurt Vonnegut: At Millennium’s End, ed. Kevin 

Alexander Boon (Albany, State University Press: 2001) 44. 

5
 Kurt Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions (New York, Dial Press: 2004) 69. 

6
 Robert T. Tally, Apocalypse in the Optative Mood: Galápagos, or Starting Over (New York, State University of 

New York Press: 1999) 113. 
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2.2. Humor 

2.2.1. The Term and Humor in General 

The concept of humor and sense of humor as we now know it is actually very modern. In the 

following paragraphs, the term itself, its history and development are discussed. The difficulties of 

analyzing humor are suggested. These are caused mainly by its exclusively subjective nature. Also, the 

social role of humor is mentioned and the relationship between an author and an audience is 

commented upon. Lastly, the unique nature of Kurt Vonnegut‟s humor is presented.  

The word “humor” has its origin in Latin, meaning “liquid”. The ancient philosophers 

suggested that human body consisted of four bodily liquids; these were blood, phlegm, choler and bile. 

Different proportions of those liquids in a body caused different personality features and 

temperaments. An imbalance of these “humors” caused a person to be strange and that is why the 

word humor stood for “strangeness” or “oddness”.   

In “Comic Effects” Paul Lewis goes back to Aristotle and his “Poetics” and concludes that: 

“Aristotle asserts that comedy invites us to laugh at low characters, that is, characters with small 

defects and minor vices.”
7
 Indeed, for many centuries the word “humor” only referred to “laughing at” 

somebody else, precisely for their being different from the majority; i.e. their strangeness or oddness.  

British individualism first developed the idea of a person having a skill to view things lightly 

and make others laugh. The connection between humor and laughter was made for the first time. Thus, 

humor ceased to be only an expression denoting an object that caused laughter, but became a term 

referring to a person able to produce it. According to Daniel Wickberg: “Not until the mid-to late 19
th
 

                                                           
7
 Paul Lewis, Comic Effects – Interdisciplinary Approaches to Humor in Literature (Albany, State University of NY 

Press: 1989) 11.  
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century did the term “humorist” come to refer  to the self-conscious creator of a product called 

„humor‟.”
8
 

The term “sense of humor” appeared at approximately the same time. Wickberg comments on 

the notion of the sense of humor: “The idea of the sense of humor as an attribute of persons, something 

individual people could be said to have or not have, was first formulated in the Anglo-American world 

of the mid-nineteenth century.”
9
 Sense of humor is nowadays understood as the ability to both decode 

humor (humor appreciation) and produce it (humor creation). Since humor is a highly subjective 

phenomenon, it might be said that its analysis is completely impossible or as E. B. White, quoted by 

Sarah Blacher Cohen, put it: “Humor can be dissected as a frog can, but the thing dies in the process 

and the innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind.”
10

 

Humor is in fact a mental exercise. Its pleasure lies in decoding an incongruity. Lewis calls 

this process “perceiving and resolving”.
11

 Where is humor located? Is it in the author, the text itself or 

the reader? It is located in neither of them, since its nature demands the effort of the receiver in 

actually “creating” humor by identifying incongruities placed in the text by the author. There is no rule 

or key to recognize what is and what is not funny; humor is in a way synonymous with freedom. 

Lewis expresses the individual nature of humor as follows: “One reader‟s joke is another‟s sad 

irony.”
12

  

It is precisely those readers who agree on what a joke is and sad irony is, that create what Kurt 

Vonnegut would call an artificial family. Henri Bergson was known for emphasizing the social role of 

humor. It is true that people hardly ever laugh alone. Humor is not a private thing; very much on the 

                                                           
8
 Daniel Wickberg, The Senses of Humor (Self and Laughter in Modern America) (Ithaca and London, Cornell 

University Press: 1998) 119.   

9
 Wickberg, 13.  

10
 Sarah Blacher Cohen, “Introduction” in Comic Relief – Humor in Contemporary American Literature, ed. Sarah 

Blacher Cohen (Chicago/London, University of Illinois Press: 1978) 11.  

11
 Lewis 24. 

12
 Lewis 11. 
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contrary, it is primarily a social phenomenon. Since the appreciation of humor is based on the reader 

and the author having a set of values in common, it is obvious that only readers with a nature similar 

to that of the author can indeed “understand” his or her humor. These people can then be said to really 

be a family of a kind.  

2.2.2. The Unique Nature of Kurt Vonnegut’s Humor 

The way some of Vonnegut‟s characters appear in more than just one book, suggests the notion of 

“familiarity” to a reader who knows Vonnegut‟s work well. Again, these recurring characters bring a 

notion of a family. What is important about Vonnegut‟s characters is the fact that you never laugh “at” 

them, but always “with” them. This is one of the crucial principles of Vonnegut‟s humor. He loved the 

grotesqueness of Laurel and Hardy when he was young, but always understood their humor as being 

based on identification rather than superiority.   

Another important strategy of Vonnegut‟s is describing everything as if he was from a 

different planet; e.g. when he describes a cigarette as a “paper stuffed with leaves in (his) mouth”. To 

simplify the idea of a cigarette might seem easy; however, Kurt Vonnegut managed to perform 

simplifications of some very complex matters, such as genocide, sex, government, education, marriage 

and even death. He was often held in contempt by literary critics for expressing things too simply. 

Vonnegut found the academic presumption that more complexity automatically means more 

intelligence nonsensical. “Complexity is a way of pretending to know more than you do,” he told 

Walter Miller in a 1981 interview.
13

 Vonnegut believed that to be really good at something means to 

be able to explain the particular field of interest to a child nine years of age. Paradoxically, it is very 

complex to be simple. According to Gary McMahon: “Simplicity is a mature aesthetic: it took years of 

development and deprogramming to achieve”. 
14

 The humor based on things being described as from 

an extraterrestrial perspective is ambiguous. It is funny, because the reader knows it is not that simple, 

                                                           
13

 David Simmons, “Kurt Vonnegut as a Humorist” in New Critical Essays on Kurt Vonnegut, edited by David 
Simmons (NYC, Palgrave Macmillan: 2009) 38. 

14
 McMahon 32. 
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but at the same time knows that it might as well be, so there is the sadness of being unnecessarily 

complex because one was brought up to think in a box.  

Although Vonnegut claimed his novels were always more comic than tragic, they cannot be 

considered pure comedies. Since his strategy is stating the facts ruthlessly, no matter how simplified, 

the form is comical, but the content is incredibly tragic at some points. The ambiguity in terms of what 

is comical and what is tragical is inherent to Vonnegut‟s works in general. His humor is simply based 

on merging the two. This statement is supported by Kevin Alexander Boon and David Pringle: 

“Vonnegut‟s brilliance is his ability to bring tragedy and comedy together in the same place at the 

same time – in the same character, the same action, the same line of dialogue, or the same scene.”
15

 

There are no taboos for Vonnegut. That is why his humor is at times black and even mordant. 

There is no theme he would avoid or could not simplify to make it understandable to a nine-year old. 

Nothing is sacred, because everything has the potential to be simplified and thus “easily” understood. 

In his play Happy Birthday, Wanda June, Vonnegut describes meeting Jesus Christ in Heaven: “I like 

his sense of humor, though – you know? He‟s got a blue-and-gold warm-up jacket he wears. You 

know what it says on the back? „Pontius Pilate Athletic Club.‟”
16

  

There is a quote which has become quite famous and which is ascribed to Vonnegut, 

commenting on religion. It is an oxymoron: “I am an atheist, thank God”. 
17

 Neither religion, nor sex 

are taboos for Vonnegut, as already mentioned above. The following quote is a good example of a 

comical fact which is; however, when one thinks about it, quite terrifying: “I search the index of “The 

Joy of Sex” in vain for “celibacy”, which happens to be the most common human sexual adventure.”
18

 

There is absolutely no pretending possible in Vonnegut‟s literary world and he knew well that only 

                                                           
15

 Kevin Alexander Boon and David Pringle, “Vonnegut Films” in The New Essays on the Work of Kurt Vonnegut: 
At Millennium’s End, ed. Kevin Alexander Boon (Albany, State University of New York: 2001) 169. 

16
 Kurt Vonnegut, Happy Birthday, Wanda June (New York, Dell Publishing: 1970) 136. 

17
 Happy Birthday, Wanda June 28. 

18
 Kurt Vonnegut, Palm Sunday (New York, Dial Press: 2006) 316. 
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those not afraid to call a spade a spade and acknowledge the fact it really is nothing but a spade can 

enjoy laughing as a reward. The necessity of facing reality is the price that his readers have to pay for 

laughing. 

Vonnegut was not only funny on the pages of his books, but he was hilariously funny in 

person as well. At the Connecticut Forum in 2006, the interviewer announced he was about to read 

something from Kurt Vonnegut‟s last book. Vonnegut immediately reacted and cut in correcting the 

interviewer: “My most recent book!”
19

 Interviews with Vonnegut in general are fun to read or watch, 

because he did not construct humor painstakingly to employ it on the pages of his books; his humor 

was his life philosophy. He often said he was laughing in defense, since laughter was the only means 

of fighting reality. The connection between reality and Vonnegut‟s humor is complex and in order to 

be able to deal with reality, humor is needed. Likewise in order to decode Vonnegut‟s humor, reality 

has to be faced. Thus it might be said that facing reality directly is the best way of staying sane.  

Another key principle in terms of Vonnegut‟s humor is never laughing at his own jokes. He is 

always poker-faced. Vonnegut knows when he is funny, because his humor is not accidental. It is 

sometimes spontaneous, but there is a whole methodology behind it. He knows which jokes he can 

afford to deliver himself and which must be delivered by his alter egos Kilgore Trout or Bokonon. In 

Palm Sunday he offers (through Bokonon) the following anecdote: “The subtitle of elusive 

philosopher Bokonon‟s Fourteenth Book is “What Can Thoughtful Man Hope for Mankind on Earth, 

Given the Experience of the Past Million Years?” The text of the book is a single word: “Nothing”.”
20

  

There are several very short phrases Vonnegut keeps using again and again. One of the most 

famous ones is “so it goes”. There are similar ones, such as “Enough is enough” or “And so on”. The 

repetition is humorous, because it edges on absurdity. At the same time the phrase becomes familiar 

and it enables the reader to decode the whole realm of its meaning; since, by repeating it, Vonnegut 

does give it a meaning. It is surprising that a short phrase can be something typical for an author. 

                                                           
19

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRlwtgaxO20, retrieved on April 11, 2011. 

20
 Palm Sunday 202. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRlwtgaxO20
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People quoting those phrases are usually smiling which is how you can tell they are members of the 

family.     

Vonnegut‟s humor is highly self-conscious. It is his mission to be funny in order to offer relief 

to his readers. Human maturity is suffering and everyone has to eventually give up a large amount of 

illusions. The relief offered by Vonnegut is based on the salutary feeling of not being alone. Vonnegut 

lets you know that he sees the world the way you do; that the very same things fill him with joy or 

sadness. He assures you that you are not completely abandoned. He does this by making you laugh; 

thus accepting you as a member of a very big international artificial family. In A Man without a 

Country, Vonnegut admits his literary goal: “All I really wanted to do was give people the relief of 

laughing. If a hundred years from now people are still laughing, I‟d certainly be pleased.”
21

   

2.3. Adaptation 

2.3.1. Definition 

In Film and Literature: An Introduction and Reader, Timothy Corrigan defines adaptation as follows: 

“Adaptation is the most common practice in the exchange between literature and film, describing the 

transposition of a novel, play, or other literary source to film.”
22

  

2.3.2. Fidelity 

The relationship between novels and their cinematic adaptations has always been problematic. Some 

traditional theories conclude that the key factor of a successful adaptation is its fidelity to the source 

novel. However, Seymour Chatman considers this criterion obsolete: “Too much of the discussion has 

centered on questions of story content, with particular respect to “fidelity,” as if the source novel were 

some sacrosanct object whose letter as well as spirit the film had to follow.”
23

 Brian McFarlane seems 
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to agree with Chatman. He quotes Christopher Orr‟s remark in his publication: “Within the critical 

context of intertextuality the issue is not whether the adapted film is faithful to its source, but rather 

how the choice of a specific source, and how the approach to that source, serve the film‟s ideology.”
24

 

Another view is presented by Kevin Alexander Boon and David Pringle who are of the opinion that: 

“Absolute fidelity to the source novel is an unrealizable ideal, and to expect such fidelity is to naïvely 

deny the specificity of film as an art form.”
25

 This thesis evaluates fidelity of the three films in 

accordance with these suggestions mentioned above. It mainly focuses on the strategies by which the 

films make use of the cinematic potential of Vonnegut‟s works while preserving the very essence of 

Kurt Vonnegut.  

2.3.3. Time 

The crucial difference between a literary work and a film lies in time limitations. Whereas a book can 

take a reader as long as they need or want to be read; a movie is to be taken in within approximately 

90 minutes, on average. Film is a medium that operates in real time and certain time shifts are 

therefore difficult to depict, e.g. actions of the past. A novel, for example, expresses the shift on the 

time line verbally within one sentence, but a film has to come up with sophisticated strategies.  

Claude Ollier, as quoted by Chatman, says: “Film tolerates no pause. The film – and hence the 

forward movement of the story – cannot be arrested. In film, the traits of characters and features of 

setting must be picked up on the run.”
26

 This is of particular interest when discussing Vonnegut since 

the genius of his work is very often based on the notion of calm and patience in delivering his punch 

lines. Vonnegut‟s literary work typically flows in a specific rhythm and any adaptation must 

unavoidably adapt this rhythm for cinematic purposes.  
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The limited time makes the perception more challenging for the viewer; however, the 

challenge it presents to the filmmaker is even greater – they cannot avoid making crucial decisions in 

terms of what is significant and what is marginal. The filmmaker, to a certain extent, has to 

“reconstruct” the particular work of art (the source material) for cinematic purposes. Sometimes the 

term “rediscover” is used in this context as well.  

2.3.4. Narration/Description 

The relation between narration and description within cinematic adaptations is very complex and 

subtle. Chatman claims that: “The idea of description has no equivalent in the cinema.”
27

 This 

statement is rather extreme since the general goal of filmmakers is to come up with efficient strategies 

of “translating” descriptive parts of literary works. The fact that a film always, because of its very 

nature, focuses on the surface appearances of things, is crucial. Film cannot be visually poor, even if 

this would be in compliance with the original literary source. Where a novel leaves vast space for the 

reader‟s imagination, the film forces every single detail of the physical appearance of the settings, 

characters, objects, etc. on the viewer. So in terms of “appearances”, films are paradoxically full of 

description.  

 It is a different kind of description that a film is not able to depict. A good example is the 

difference between dialogue and inner thought. Whereas dialogue can be translated into a film very 

easily, there are only a limited number of ways to “depict” an inner thought or any inner emotional 

processes in a film. What is also very challenging is translating the “presence” of the author / narrator 

of the book within the particular literary work into its adaptation. Chatman introduces the following 

question: “How do intelligent film adaptations grapple with the overtly prominent narrator, expositor, 

describer, investigator of characters‟ states of minds, commentator, and philosophizer?”
28
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2.3.5. Voice-Over 

In order to answer the question, Chatman analyzes the ways to make the “presence” of the author / 

narrator in a film possible. He concludes that verbal reproduction of all those comments is the only 

possibility offered by cinema. The same goes for the phenomenon of the inner processes. There is only 

one traditional way of dealing with this problem and that is voice-over. The solution voice-over offers 

is not perfect, since the method presents some disadvantages. First and foremost, there is the issue of 

alienation, as the voice is usually not identifiable. Even in cases when the voice belongs to one of the 

characters actually present in the film, and therefore the viewer can identify the source of the 

comments, there are other limitations coming from the traditional cinematic approaches in general.  

Sarah Kozloff, an expert on voice-over, comments on the traditional use of the voice-over 

technique: “The normal state of affairs, and not only in the Hollywood tradition, is for the voice-over 

narrators to speak at the beginning, less frequently at the end, and intermittently (if at all) during the 

film.”
29

  

It seems obvious that filmmakers generally prefer visual representation to verbal one. 

Traditionally popular films often tend to rely on nothing but narration. McFarlane claims that: “Film 

and other performative media often have nothing like a narrative voice.”
30

 The problem arises when 

the original source of the adaptation demands “a teller”, because it is an indispensable part of the 

literary work in question. This is exactly the case with the works of Kurt Vonnegut, since his authorial 

“presence” is the key feature of the majority of his literary works. It is therefore obvious that to 

produce a cinematic adaptation of his literary work is rather challenging.  
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2.3.6. Cinematic Coding 

There are several different basic techniques for translating a literary work into a film. Individual 

experts divide and name these differently; however, the crucial idea is the same. It is believed that 

generally, a novel and a film deal with the same story, but use different plot strategies. Because the 

cinematic medium is, unlike a literary work, not primarily verbal, it has to operate with different 

“codes”. It can be said that whereas a novel operates with “language codes”, a film operates with 

“visual codes”. These codes are to be “decoded” by the viewer. In order to understand a film, the 

viewer must be able to “read” the visual codes presented to them. Linda Hutcheon quotes David 

Bordwell: “The viewer is not a passive object “positioned” by what happens on the screen but an 

active participant – indeed – an agent – who virtually creates the film‟s narration.”
31

 Chatman seems to 

agree with this statement; however, he claims that “the viewer does not construct the narrative but 

rather reconstructs it.”
32

  

2.3.7. Adaptation Types 

Cinematic theories basically distinguish three different approaches towards adaptations. The direct 

reproduction that attempts to resemble the original as closely as possible is called a “transposition”. If 

the adaptation version is slightly altered and fidelity is not the main aim of the filmmaker, it is a 

“commentary”. If the source literary work is only used as a means of inspiration or the theme is 

significantly modified, it is an “analogy”. It is difficult to draw a clear distinction as every adaptation 

is basically a product of fantasy of the author of the literary work modified by fantasy of the 

filmmaker. 
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3. Slaughterhouse Five 

3.1. Introduction 

Three years after the publication of the novel Slaughterhouse Five George Roy Hill introduced 

an adaptation based on a screenplay written by Stephen Geller, starring Michael Sacks as Billy 

Pilgrim. It might be of a particular interest to Czech viewers that Miroslav Ondříček was entrusted 

with the cinematography of the movie. Kurt Vonnegut had been planning to write a book about 

Dresden since the end of the World War II in 1945; however, it finally happened twenty four years 

later. This was partly caused by Vonnegut‟s struggle to find the right way to describe massacre. He 

knew he wanted to produce an anti-war book, but wanted to do so in a completely fresh and unique 

manner.  

In the first chapter of Slaughterhouse Five Vonnegut mentions what a movie-maker, Harrison 

Starr, asked him when Vonnegut told Starr about the intention to write an anti-war book: “Why don‟t 

you write an anti-glacier book instead?”
33

 Vonnegut knew very well that no book could ever prevent 

wars but he strongly felt the need to at least try it differently to what any other writer had done before 

him. This is Vonnegut‟s ambiguity again – he knew there was no point in trying to change human 

nature and our fate, but he could not help trying anyway.  

3.2. Literary Background 

The novel was written in a time when literary theorists proclaimed novel dead. Literature and art in 

general after 1945 could not grasp reality as an orderly and systematic entity, the way they had done 

before. As Ronald Sukenick puts it: “Reality doesn‟t exist, time doesn‟t exist, personality doesn‟t 
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exist. God was the omniscient author, but he died; now no one knows the plot, and since our reality 

lacks the sanction of a creator, there‟s no guarantee as to the authenticity of the received version.”
34

  

Vonnegut‟s creativity operates in accordance with Sukenick‟s theory. In Slaughterhouse Five 

he is mostly preoccupied with the nonexistence of time. The basic premise of the novel is the fact that 

its main protagonist Billy Pilgrim comes unstuck in time. Since the whole logic of the book is based 

on time-tripping, the adaptation naturally had to deal with the phenomenon. Vonnegut was aware of 

the fact that the traditional approach to the novel would not be sufficient to express his ideas in the 

desired way. Similarly, Hill realized that for the sake of fidelity to the ideology of the novel he had to 

supersede the traditional cinematic approaches to adaptation with some original and innovative 

methods.      

3.3. Structure 

The novel consists of ten chapters. Chapters 1 and 10 serve as a frame of the novel itself since they 

deal with the circumstances in which Vonnegut was writing the novel. In those two chapters Vonnegut 

in a typically postmodern way openly comments upon his creative processes as well as the world 

around him at that particular time. In the first chapter of the book he confesses to be struggling with 

the theme of war and introduces his own experience from Dresden. 

 In this opening chapter Vonnegut‟s simplistic methods are already employed. A good 

example of such a simplification from the first chapter is the following passage: “And we were flown 

to a rest camp in France, where we were fed chocolate malted milkshakes and other rich foods until we 

were all covered with baby fat. Then we were sent home, and I married a pretty girl who was covered 

with baby fat, too.”
35

 Vonnegut sees analogies between two completely different contexts which might 

at first seem absolutely impossible to connect. This method of connecting the seemingly 
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“unconnectable” is inherent to Vonnegut‟s work in general and Slaughterhouse Five in particular. 

Vonnegut‟s humor is based on these analogies since they very often border on absurdity.   

The final chapter thematically connects the events of the World War II with the assassinations 

of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King. Vonnegut links the violence and horrors of his past with 

the violence and horrors of his then present, admitting thus that, indeed, nothing ever changes and 

people never learn. Chapter 10 is the climax of the story. Ironically enough, there is no description of 

the bombing itself to be found anywhere within the 275 pages of the novel. Its climax lies in the 

description of the aftermath of the massacre.  

The climax is, as everything else within Vonnegut‟s works, minimalistic. Vonnegut briefly 

describes the scene: “The sun was an angry little pinhead. Dresden was like the moon, nothing but 

minerals.” 
36

 Since Vonnegut employs the idea of a different planet – Tralfamadore – which actually 

plays a significant part within the novel, this final description is a hint to the reader suggesting that it is 

not so difficult to believe in Tralfamadore when one has to believe in massacres of innocent people in 

cities without any war industry; in other words, in the history of our civilization. Vonnegut admits 

between the lines that there will always be wars; he seems to be saying what McMahon paraphrased as 

follows: “The end of World War II was nothing more than time out while forces regrouped for the 

next big game.”
37

 Vonnegut; however, does not leave his readers desperate with just that. He offers a 

solution articulated through the Tralfamadorians: “A pleasant way to spend eternity is to ignore the 

bad times and concentrate on the good.”
38

  

George Roy Hill omits the framing chapters in terms of the creative processes of Kurt 

Vonnegut as an implied author. He focuses on what happens between chapters 2 and 9 and squeezes it 

in exactly 100 minutes. What he manages to reproduce in the movie is the notion of the massacre 

which cannot be but accepted with the famous Vonnegutian “So it goes”. The novel actually ends with 
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a variation on “So it goes”: “Birds were talking. One bird said to Billy Pilgrim, „Poo-tee-weet?‟”
39

 Hill 

does not use the image and sound of birds which certainly could have been an option; instead he 

cleverly combines the images of the aftermath of the Dresden bombing with a dialogue between Billy 

and the Tralfamadorians in which they reveal how the world ends. Thus there is a connection between 

what happened in Dresden and the notion of the necessity of fatalism. Fatalism plays a significant part 

in Vonnegut‟s life philosophy as Jerome Klinkowitz explains Vonnegut‟s views: “Fate is not 

something to fear, because only what is necessary to happen will happen, and what good does fear 

accomplish in the face of such determination?”
40

 

3.4. Themes 

The key feature of what is presented within chapters 2-9 is the theme of time-tripping. There is no 

chronology or linearity in the traditional sense. Theoretically, the story could be reconstructed 

chronologically, but that would go against the very core of the novel. Fortunately, Geller and Hill 

realized this. The idea of the main protagonist being unstuck in time actually has certain cinematic 

potential. However, the novel deals with this notion verbally, whereas Geller and Hill had to employ 

cinematic methods. They solved this by using cross-cutting and complementing this by sophisticated 

integration of images of single objects, music and specific sounds.  

3.5. Cutting  

The significance of the cutting technique becomes obvious quite early on in the movie (2:50) and the 

first occurrence is very subtle. Billy Pilgrim is typing a letter about Tralfamadore that he wants to send 

to a local newspaper and the loud sound of the typewriter merges with the sound of the tanks in 

Germany which are shown in the following scene. The next instance is easier to perceive, here Billy 

travels in time from Germany to Tralfamadore where Montana verbally suggests they kiss (9:13). He 
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repeats the word “kiss” and is suddenly back in Germany where Paul Lazzaro calls him a “fucking 

fag” (9:22). Right after that Billy, Lazzaro and Weary are captured by the Germans who order Weary 

to take his shoes off. There is a close-up on his shoes and then a cut to a completely different pair of 

shoes (11:11). Via this simple image of an every-day object, the viewer is taken to a completely 

different context. The shoes are located by the bed where Billy is enjoying honeymoon with his wife 

Valencia.  

3.6. Cross-cutting 

Two minutes later (13:53) cross-cutting is used for the first time. Hill cuts back and forth between 

Billy being photographed, while being captured, for the purposes of German propaganda and Billy 

being photographed with Valencia on their wedding day. Another example of cross-cutting is Edgar 

Derby giving a speech in Germany and Billy giving a speech as the President of the Lion‟s Club 

several years later. The most powerful use of cross-cutting in the movie occurs in the scenes in which 

Billy is going upstairs – from the shelter in Dresden after the bombing and in his house with his dog 

Spot in his arms. By cross-cutting Hill manages to capture the already mentioned analogies and 

emphasizes what Vonnegut expresses verbally; by experiencing similar things in different contexts, 

we tend to accept the seemingly unacceptable being confused by the analogy.    

 Hill expects the viewer to get used to the method by a certain point in the movie and employs 

several very subtle cuts. Billy disappears under a blanket in a POW camp in Germany to appear again 

from under a different blanket in a hospital back in the United States. Billy is having a shower at the 

POW camp and in the following scene his father is leaving a different shower with Billy as a small 

child in his arms on his way to throw Billy into a swimming pool saying “Swim or sink!” (24:20). 

Billy faints and closes his eyes at the POW camp just to open them as a married man on the front lawn 

of his house.  

Hill counts on the viewers being used to the cross-cutting and employs more elaborate scenes 

towards the end of the movie. When the Tralfamadorians kidnap Billy and place him in a special see-
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through dome to watch him in something like a human zoo, Billy accepts the news calmly and only 

asks: “What do I do?” (1:21:33). Hill cuts the scene and has the viewers receive an answer to that 

question in a completely different context – the German soldier gives orders to the Americans in 

Dresden after the air raid: “You will remove all the bodies…” (1:21:35). This is a good example of 

cross-cutting being a solution to translating Vonnegut‟s analogies. This particular instance is the most 

significant one since it connects the Tralfamadore experience with that of Dresden.             

        Towards the end of the movie Hill sometimes cuts between scenes from seemingly unrelated 

moments even without the help of a prop. Cross-cutting is a play in a sense and Hill expects the 

viewers to embrace the rules within the first half of the movie so that they do not question the logical 

sequencing of the scenes later on.  

There is a certain parallel between what Hill does with the viewers and Vonnegut does with 

the readers. Vonnegut has to “teach” his readers to read Slaughterhouse Five and Hill has to teach the 

audience to follow the logic of the cross-cutting; i.e. to “read” the movie. Klinkowitz explains what 

Vonnegut does:  

“Vonnegut, of course, has begun teaching his readers how to read Slaughterhouse Five in his novel‟s 

first chapter, which rehearses the special difficulties he encountered in writing this book – difficulties 

that preclude the delivery to his publisher and readers of a conventionally written work.”
41

 

 

What is of crucial importance in terms of Vonnegut teaching his readers to read the novel is the fact 

that the “learning” happens subconsciously. According to Klinkowitz, the effect is: “subliminal, giving 

the deep impression that this novel does have a principle of order to it, even if that principle cannot be 

articulated – just as Vonnegut himself finds it hard to articulate his experience in Dresden.”
42

 

Hill realized that the absence of linearity and the nonexistence of causality are inherent to the 

novel and translated these features into his movie successfully, using various cinematic devices. 
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Considering the criterion of balancing the ideology of the novel with that of cinematic medium, it can 

be concluded that as far as structure and themes are concerned, Geller and Hill‟s adaptation succeeds.    

3.7. Description/Narration 

As already mentioned, there is no narrative in the traditional linear sense of the term to be found in 

Slaughterhouse Five. The novel‟s descriptions are usually based on the author‟s commentary and he is 

therefore an inextricable part of the novel. Some of the descriptions are also provided by Vonnegut‟s 

alter ego – an old grumpy science fiction writer Kilgore Trout who becomes Billy Pilgrim‟s favorite 

author. Hill does not use the character of Kilgore Trout which was a sensible decision since the 

adaptation of Breakfast of Champions proves the impossibility of such an undertaking being 

successful. 

 Instead, Hill and Geller had to come up with different methods of delivering the descriptive 

parts of the novel. They managed to do so without using voice-over even once in the whole movie. 

There are instances in which the movie modifies a theme from the novel. In the novel Billy suffers a 

mental breakdown when he comes back from Germany and is hospitalized; however, he does not 

receive electric shocks treatment. Hill and Geller invented a scene in which the doctor in charge of the 

treatment explains to the other members of staff the reasons of Billy‟s breakdown. The character of the 

doctor who is not mentioned in the novel serves as a medium of description as he informs the viewers 

that the air raid on Dresden was actually even worse than Hiroshima in terms of the number of 

casualties. Hill implements the scene well; he even merges the buzzing sound of the shocks with the 

sound of a train in Germany; thus applying the technique used for depicting the analogies. 

 The character of the doctor mentioned above was invented. A similar method to that is 

modifying a character in order to use it as a medium for description, an example of which is the 

character Lilly. After the plane crash, Billy shares a room with Harvard history professor Bertram 

Copeland Rumfoord. Lilly is Rumfoord‟s significantly younger girlfriend who visits him in the 

hospital. Whereas the novel takes advantage of her being dumb and therefore funny; Hill makes her 
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intelligent, because he needs her to be plausible in verbally articulating pieces of information that are 

expressed by Vonnegut himself in the novel.     

 The beauty of the city of Dresden is captured verbally in the novel when Vonnegut simply 

says: “Somebody behind him in the boxcar said, “Oz”.”
43

 Hill, on the other hand, fully exploits the 

potential for cinematic “visual richness” and four minutes of the movie are dedicated to the American 

POWs being marched to their destination – slaughterhouse number five. These takes are accompanied 

by music. There are close-ups of the faces of the soldiers as well as the citizens of Dresden combined 

with close-ups focusing on the architecture of the city. It is noteworthy for the Czech audience in 

particular that the cinematic Dresden is actually Prague.  

 The novel makes the impression that there is significantly more description than narration if 

the term narration is understood as “action”. Vonnegut‟s unique way of describing everything, 

including action, is the very essence of the novel. It is also what his humor is based on. He concludes a 

paragraph about the first night at the POW camp as follows: “Their penises were shriveled and their 

balls were retracted. Reproduction was not the main business of the evening.”
44

 Vonnegut‟s 

descriptions are always fresh and, unless verbally articulated by a character or a voice-over, which is 

not always suitable, untranslatable for the purposes of the movie.  

Descriptions as for example the following one are, however, pleasure to read: “She was a dull 

person, but a sensational invitation to make babies.”
45

 An example of a line actually used in the movie 

would be B. C. Rumfoord‟s comment about Billy: “I could carve a better man out of a banana.”
46

 The 

line uttered in the movie, however, lacks the power it has in the novel. Vonnegut‟s commenting lines 

are, for understandable reasons, scarce in the movie. On the other hand, they are almost omnipresent in 

the novel since they create the backbone of the whole work.  
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Literary critics unanimously conclude that to read Slaughterhouse Five means to become Billy 

Pilgrim. Boon and Pringle conclude that Hill managed to make the same impression on the viewers: 

“To watch the film is to become like Billy Pilgrim – unstuck in time.”
47

 To read the novel at the same 

time means to be guided through the experience of being unstuck in time by Kurt Vonnegut himself, 

which, unfortunately, the movie cannot offer. 

3.8. Characters 

It has already been mentioned that Hill omits the character of Kilgore Trout, modifies the character of 

Lilly and introduces a new character of a doctor in the hospital, thus exploiting cinematic methods in 

order to translate the descriptive parts of the novel. The crucial character of the novel is unfortunately 

missing completely: the main character of the novel is Kurt Vonnegut himself. Klinkowitz quotes 

Granville Hicks who claims that: “Even though he is not to be identified with Billy Pilgrim, the real 

Kurt Vonnegut lives and breathes in the book.”
48

 The crucial difference between the novel and the 

movie lies in the “presence” of the author in the book and its lack in the adaptation. Vonnegut himself 

explains this notion in Fates Worse than Death:  

“I have become an enthusiast for the printed word again. I have to be that, I now understand, because I 

want to be a character in all of my works. I can do that in print. In a movie, somehow, the author 

always vanishes. Everything of mine which has been filmed so far has been one character short, and 

the character is me.”
49

  

 

Not only is Kurt Vonnegut physically present in what happens within the frame chapters 1 and 

10; he appears three times between chapters 2 and 9. When describing Billy in Germany he adds: “I 

was there. So was my old war buddy, Bernard V. O‟Hare.”
50

 When describing the latrines in the POW 

camp in Germany, Vonnegut suddenly calls for attention: “That was I. That was me. That was the 
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author of this book.”
51

 The person behind Billy in the boxcar on their way to Dresden who called the 

approaching city “Oz” was Vonnegut too: “That was I. That was me. The only other city I‟d ever seen 

was Indianapolis, Indiana.”
52

  

 This highly postmodern feature of the reappearing Vonnegut reminds the reader that there is a 

connection between the person writing the novel and its actual content. At the same time it serves as a 

reminder that, even though full of science fiction elements, the novel depicts events that really 

happened.  

3.9. Humor 

Although the adaptation can be considered successful in every other respect, there is a serious 

incongruity between the humor of the novel and the humor of the movie. Henri Bergson said that 

humor was mainly a social enterprise and what the movie lacks is the omnipresent companion who 

shares the pleasure of laughing with his readers – Kurt Vonnegut. It is through his comments that the 

reader views all the characters of the novel and thus laughs “with” them instead of “at” them. The 

reader is guided by Vonnegut to laugh understandingly rather than moralizingly. No matter how 

human the characters of the movie are, there is a distance between them and the viewer.  

 The funniest parts of the novel are the little anecdotes about Kilgore Trout. The reader gets to 

know Trout quite well through a vast number of humorous details; e.g. that Trout was a circulation 

man for the “Ilium Gazette” and managed delivery boys:  

“He said that whoever sold the most Sunday subscriptions during the next two months would get a 

free trip for himself and his parents to Martha‟s fucking Vineyard for a week, all expenses paid. And 

then the newspaper girl held up her hand. “Mr. Trout –“ she said, “if I win, can I take my sister, too?”              

“Hell no,” said Kilgore Trout. “You think money grows on trees?”
53
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Trout does not exist in the movie at all and it cannot be really held against Hill that he omitted the 

character with the best humorous potential of the novel, because Trout is simply untranslatable into the 

world of cinema. His character is based on his ideas and, similar to Vonnegut, the way he sees the 

world. As mentioned in the introduction about adaptation in general, it is almost impossible to 

translate inner thoughts or emotions into the cinematic medium.  

 The other crucial source of humor within the novel is the planet Tralfamadore. The whole life 

philosophy of Tralfamadorians is introduced in the novel; however, it would be too much to ask of 

Hill to present it in its completeness in the movie. Hill uses the character of the “invisible” 

Tralfamadorian who explains the necessary facts to Billy when he finds himself in the dome. This can 

be considered a form of voice-over since the viewer never sees the character, because, as he explains, 

Tralfamadorians can only be seen in the fourth dimension. Thanks to this method the viewer 

understands as much as Billy; e.g. that the atmosphere outside of the dome is cyanide.  

 In the novel, the reader learns about Tralfamadorians‟ way of thinking in detail and therefore 

the connection between the planet, the story of Billy Pilgrim and Kurt Vonnegut is much more 

powerful. It is funny when Billy and Montana, who has just given birth to their son, wave and smile at 

the invisible Tralfamadorians who are clapping wildly and there are fireworks in the background. The 

same scene is; however, even funnier in the novel, because the reader understands what is actually 

funny about the situation – the humor is not only superficial; it is not just about the appearances. In the 

novel, the reader is told that: “When a Tralfamadorian sees a corpse, all he thinks is that the dead 

person is in bad condition in that particular moment, but that the same person is just fine in plenty of 

other moments.”
54

 And the passage is finished by Vonnegut himself: “Now, when I myself hear that 

somebody is dead, I simply shrug and say what the Tralfamadorians say about dead people, which is 

„So it goes.‟”
55
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 The depiction of Tralfamadore in the movie serves well to deliver the message about the 

incredibility of the existence of such a planet and what happened in Dresden. The potential of this 

Vonnegutian analogy is described by David Ketterer: 

“However incredible it may appear, the world of Vonnegut‟s science fiction is intended to exist in a 

credible relationship with the “real” world because that “real” world is likewise incredible. Thus, in 

Slaughterhouse Five the science-fictional world of Tralfamadore becomes as absurdly believable as 

the fire-bombing of Dresden.”
56

 

 

In Hill‟s adaptation, this parallel works well; however, the whole idea of Tralfamadore offers much 

more in the novel which was not and could not be translated in the movie – humor. The humor of this 

kind is subtle and what is crucial – it depends on the reader‟s imagination. To depend on its viewers‟ 

imagination is something a movie cannot do. When it does, as for example when Hill does not show 

the Tralfamadorians to the viewer and leaves it to their imagination, the impression is vague and 

unsatisfactory. Tralfamadorians are described by Vonnegut in the novel as follows:  

“The letter said that they were two feet high, and green, and shaped like plumber‟s friends. Their 

suction cups were on the ground, and their shafts, which were extremely flexible, usually pointed to 

the sky. At the top of each shaft was a little hand with a green eye in its palm. The creatures were 

friendly, and they could see in four dimensions. They pitied Earthlings for being able to see only 

three.”
57

   

Boon and Pringle open their chapter on Slaughterhouse Five as follows: “If not for George 

Roy Hill‟s version of Slaughterhouse Five, we might have questioned whether Vonnegut‟s work could 

be successfully adapted to film.”
58

 The conclusion of this chapter is that Hill‟s adaptation is successful 

in terms of the criteria defined in the theoretical introduction. Moreover, Vonnegut himself said the 

following about Hill‟s adaptation: “I love George Roy Hill and Universal Pictures, who made a 
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flawless translation of my novel Slaughterhouse Five to the silver screen. I drool and cackle every 

time I watch that film, because it is so harmonious with what I felt when I wrote the book.”
59

 

As for humor, Boon and Pringle praise Hill saying:  

“Hill, despite the poignancy he manages to capture in his film, does not abandon Vonnegut‟s humor. 

Slaughterhouse Five is full of jokes, puns, and physical gags: Valencia repeatedly promising to lose 

weight out of gratitude to Pilgrim; Pilgrim catching his son masturbating in the bathroom; Pilgrim 

telling Montana Wildhack that the Tralfamadorians furnished their dome from Sears and Roebuck; 

Pilgrim passing out in his soup from hunger because the British soldier won‟t shut up long enough for 

him to eat. ”
60

 

 

 All the examples mentioned by Boon and Pringle are examples of Geller and Hill‟s gags rather than 

Vonnegut‟s gags. Vonnegut‟s humor is strictly verbal and what Geller and Hill use in the movie is 

only its fraction. Geller and Hill realize Vonnegut‟s gags that, because of their very essence, have 

cinematic potential, but they do not go any further. The humor of the movie is, in most cases, in 

accordance with Vonnegut‟s humor; however, it is not the humor of the original novel. The conclusion 

of this chapter therefore is that in terms of the translation of Vonnegut‟s humor, Geller and Hill‟s 

adaptation is unsuccessful.    
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4. Mother Night 

4.1. Introduction 

Mother Night was published in 1962 and Kurt Vonnegut added an introduction for later editions in 

1966 when he was teaching creative writing at the University of Iowa. The screenplay for the 

adaptation was written by Robert B. Weide and it was directed by Keith Gordon. The character of 

Howard W. Campbell Jr. was played by Nick Nolte and Alan Arkin played the part of George Kraft. 

Kurt Vonnegut appears in the movie as himself. Vonnegut was generally skeptical towards the 

cinematic medium and McMahon says this about the adaptation of Mother Night: “Weide‟s screenplay 

was rare in winning Vonnegut‟s approval, as Slapstick in 1982 and Breakfast of Champions in 1999 

would fail to do.”
61

 

4.2. Structure 

The novel consists of an introduction by Vonnegut from 1966, an editor‟s note written by Vonnegut as 

well and 45 chapters. The running time of the movie is 110 minutes. Similarly to Slaughterhouse Five, 

Vonnegut‟s introduction must be considered as the first chapter of the book, because it is again an 

indispensable part of the novel. In the introduction, Vonnegut gives away the moral of the novel: “This 

is the only story of mine whose moral I know. I don‟t think it‟s a marvelous moral; I simply happen to 

know what it is: We are what we pretend to be, so we must be careful about what we pretend to be.”
62

 

In the movie, the moral is articulated by Campbell (24:10); however, it is not presented as a moral at 

all – it is simply one of the things he says in the movie through voice-over. 

 Similar to Slaughterhouse Five, one of the weak points of the adaptation is that Vonnegut‟s 

commentary is missing. He admits in the introduction that: “If I‟d been born in Germany, I suppose I 

would have been a Nazi, bopping Jews and gypsies and Poles around, leaving boots sticking out of 
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snowbanks, warming myself with my secretly virtuous insides. So it goes.”
63

 In the movie, Wirtanen 

accuses Campbell of the same thing, so the idea is preserved; however, without the connection to the 

author of the novel identifying himself with such a theory, the whole concept loses its resonance. 

The editor‟s note written by Vonnegut was, of course, inapplicable for the purposes of the 

cinematic adaptation. Its playfulness lies in the fact that Vonnegut presents the book as an independent 

text written by the main character – Howard W. Campbell, Jr. and the main body of the text is clearly 

introduced as “The Confessions of Howard W. Campbell, Jr.”. Since the whole novel is preoccupied 

with the notion of pretending and schizophrenia, the fact that Vonnegut passes for an editor of the 

confessions connects him as an author with the theme of the novel and creates another dimension of its 

meaning.  

The plot for the adaptation begins with chapter 1of the novel. Interestingly enough, like 

Slaughterhouse Five, Mother Night also introduces the object of a typewriter within the first few 

minutes of the movie. Mother Night opens with a sequence of scenes described by Boon and Pringle 

as: “an establishing shot (a prison flying the Israeli flag), a full shot (a prisoner being unloaded, in 

hand-cuffs, from a van), and a close-up (the prisoner being walked to his cell) – all well-established 

Hollywood conventions for prison movies.” 
64

  

The first sentence of the novel is actually: “My name is Howard W. Campbell, Jr.”
65

 Gordon 

uses the form of confessions and that is why the typewriter is of such an importance. The first chapter 

provides some clues in terms of the way the prisoner perceives his being in a cell. The reader gets an 

impression that he is actually happy to be imprisoned; however they cannot be sure whether the 

author/narrator is being ironic or not. Gordon manages to preserve this notion in the movie and when 

the people from the Haifa Institute deliver the typewriter and ask Campbell whether he has any 

questions, he says: “No, this is great, thanks for everything.” (4:50)  
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 In the novel, chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 each introduce one of Campbell‟s guards. In chapter 1, 

Vonnegut tells us that Arnold Marx guards Campbell from six in the morning until noon. Marx likes 

history and archeology and is shocked when he finds out that Campbell does not know who Tiglath-

pileser the Third was. Paradoxically, Marx, on the other hand, does not know who Paul Joseph 

Goebbels was.  

In chapter 2, Andor Gutman is introduced. Gutman is on guard from noon till six p.m. and he 

confesses to Campbell that he volunteered for the Sonderkommando at Auschwitz and that it was a 

very shameful thing to do. Gutman says he does not understand why he did it and Campbell tries to 

console him by saying that everybody did terrible things during the war.  

In the following chapter, Arpad Kovacs is mentioned. He understands Campbell well and talks 

to him often when on his guard duty from six in the evening till midnight. He supports Campbell in 

writing his memoires and calls the people who did nothing to save their lives during the WWII 

“briquets”. This is what he did: “Arpad, faced with the problem of being a Jew in Nazi Hungary, did 

not become a briquete. On the contrary, Arpad got himself false papers and joined the Hungarian 

S.S.”
66

  

From midnight till six in the morning, Campbell is guarded by a Polish Jew, Bernard Mengel 

who: “once saved his own life in the Second World War by playing so dead that a German soldier 

pulled out three of his teeth without suspecting that Mengel was not a corpse.” 
67

 He tells a story about 

how he helped to hang Rudolf Franz Hoess. He remembers he strapped Hoess‟ ankles and then adds 

that after the hanging he packed his suitcase and had to strap it up too, because the catch was broken. 

He literally says: “Twice within an hour I did the very same job – once to Hoess and once to my 

suitcase. Both jobs felt about the same.”
68
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It is crucial that Vonnegut includes these four different approaches towards the phenomenon 

of WWII, because all four of them are combined within the personality of the main protagonist of the 

novel. Also, Vonnegut mentions a riddle in the novel in which he asks which animal walks on four 

legs in the morning, two at noon and three in the evening. The animal is man, of course, and the 

division of the day reminds the reader of the four guards and their exact timetable.  

Gordon decided to introduce only one guard and that is Bernard Mengel. He uses the dialogue 

between Campbell and Mengel exactly as it is in the novel; however, the viewer does not know the 

anecdote about the three teeth being pulled out. By omitting the three other guards, Gordon sabotages 

the prelude to the identity play which is inherent to the novel. Moreover, Gordon has Mengel tell 

Campbell that he kept repeating two names while he was sleeping and those two names were “Helga” 

and “Hoess”. In the novel, Campbell does keep repeating two names in his sleep, but those two names 

are “Helga” (his wife) and “Resi” (her sister).  

This is a very significant incongruity since the movie suggests Campbell‟s remorse and 

torturing conscience. The novel explicitly suggests the opposite. Campbell in the book says things 

such as: “It might be helpful in my defense to say that I broke into a cold sweat, or some such 

nonsense. But I‟ve always known what I did.”
69

 Such a claim is, moreover, not presented only once: 

“It might make me seem more human at this point, which is to say more sympathetic, if I were to 

declare that I itched and slinked and nearly swooned with a feeling of unreality. Sorry. Not so.”
70

 

Weide and Gordon ignore this moral insensitivity of Campbell‟s. When, in the movie, Campbell 

watches the video recording of one of his broadcasts, he actually cries. There is no emotion of that 

kind ever mentioned in the novel. Weide and Gordon thus violate the cohesiveness of the character. 

As for other incongruities in terms of the structure, unlike Slaughterhouse Five, Mother Night 

can easily be presented as a chronological linear story and that is exactly what Weide and Gordon 

opted for. It is very typical of Vonnegut that the plot is not his main focus. Vonnegut often gives away 
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the end in the very first chapter. In the introduction of Slaughterhouse Five he says what the first and 

the last sentence of the novel are. In Mother Night he does something similar. Campbell summarizes 

his story in chapter 8 (out of 45). What interests Vonnegut most and what he wants the readers to be 

most interested in is not the plot itself, but its deeper meaning. Weide and Gordon, on the other hand, 

decided to tell the story in its linear form. The narrative is preserved, but the impression is diverged.            

4.3. Themes 

It might seem that the main theme of the novel is guilt and Weide and Gordon chose this theme as the 

central one for their adaptation. It is almost ironic that in Slaughterhouse Five Vonnegut simplifies and 

suggests that everything is simpler than we think, because in Mother Night he is trying to deliver 

exactly the opposite message, i.e. everything is more complicated than it might seem. The main theme 

of the novel is Vonnegut‟s aversion towards totalitarianism. No matter whether he simplifies or 

complicates things, he is not totalitarian. He despises the notion of anything absolute, be it absolute 

love, absolute victory, absolute guilt or absolute innocence. The most persuasive evidence that Weide 

and Gordon ignore this dimension of the novel is their decision to omit the meeting of Campbell and 

O‟Hare in Campbell‟s apartment after it was raided. In the novel, Campbell has a crucial monologue: 

“‟Look at you! Came to kill evil with your bare hands, and now away you go with no more glory than 

a man sideswiped by a Greyhound bus! And that‟s all the glory you deserve!‟ I said. „That‟s all that 

any man at war with pure evil deserves. There are plenty of good reasons for fighting,‟ I said, „but no 

good reason ever to hate without reservation, to imagine that God Almighty Himself hates with you, 

too. Where‟s evil? It‟s that large part of every man that wants to hate without limit; that wants to hate 

with God on his side. It‟s that part of every man that finds all kinds of ugliness so attractive.”
71

  

 

In the movie version, Campbell does go back to his apartment, but only sits there for a while, then 

notices a sign written on the wall of his apartment saying “Let‟s finish the job” and then goes to knock 

on Epstein‟s door in order to be sent to Israel to stand trial. This decision is closely connected with 
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meeting O‟Hare and by omitting this event; Gordon overshadows the real nature of the situation in 

which Campbell decided to “give up”.  

 The love story within the novel plays a significant part in that it is one example of a 

totalitarian approach in life. Boon and Pringle are very critical and go as far as to say: “Vonnegut‟s 

Mother Night explores the subterranean link between romanticism and fascism, while Gordon‟s 

recasts the story as a tragically doomed love affair in the most clichéd sense of the genre.”
72

 McMahon 

agrees that there is a love story within the novel. He suggests that: “Mother Night is a love story, for a 

short while. Only Helga stirs his (Campbell‟s) impassive persona. And even Helga proves to be 

interchangeable with her sister.”
73

 The fact that Campbell was fooled and believed Resi to be Helga 

serves as an evidence that not even love can be absolute.  

 Freedom and free will are also central in the novel. Chapter 40 of the novel describes 

Campbell set free. He knows Kraft and Resi, who have just been arrested, are Russian spies and he 

stands in front of the Empire State Building not able to move: “What froze me was the fact that I had 

absolutely no reason to move in any direction. What had made me move through so many dead and 

pointless years was curiosity. Now even that flickered out.”
74

 Gordon‟s version of this scene copies the 

novel word for word and adds Vonnegut‟s cameo (1:39:55) – there are close-ups of the passers-by‟s 

faces and Vonnegut is one of them. It is a nice touch; however, the character commenting upon 

freedom in America is completely missing in the movie. Lazlo Szombathy, an immigrant from 

Hungary, who hangs himself using a noose that was meant for Campbell, is an important part of the 

novel. Vonnegut has this to say about him: “He had bitter things to say about freedom in America. He 

thought it was illusory.”
75

 Weide and Gordon got rid of everything that had to do with the theme of 
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politics. As already mentioned, totalitarianism and absoluteness, in both the political and personal 

contexts, actually make up the main theme of the source novel.  

Similarly to the theme of freedom, Weide and Gordon overshadow the theme of art. Campbell 

is a playwright and his wife Helga is an actress; however, the viewer never learns anything about the 

plays except for one quote that does nothing more than support the love story line of the movie. When 

Resi surprises Campbell by quoting a line from his early play, he recognizes it and says it was written 

by a foolish young man. When Resi says she is in love with that man, Campbell replies: “I‟m sorry – I 

can‟t congratulate you on your literary tastes.”
76

 Since Gordon overshadows the theme of art, the 

viewer of the movie gets a modified version of that line when Campbell says: “I can‟t congratulate 

you on your taste in men.” (1:37:01). The fact that Weide and Gordon do not even attempt to depict 

these phenomena in their adaptation leads to the conclusion that in terms of the themes, the translation 

from the novel to the movie is rather unsuccessful.  

4.4. Incongruities and Omissions 

Apart from the main incongruities and omissions in terms of the structure and the themes, there are 

some minor ones. These are sometimes details; however, when considered all together these 

differences definitely contribute to the gap between the novel and its adaptation. Similar to 

Slaughterhouse Five, it can‟t be held against the author of the screenplay and the director that they did 

not incorporate Vonnegutian famous phrases such as “Hi ho” and “So what?” Unlike Slaughterhouse 

Five, Mother Night does not even attempt to make the impression of being in the same Vonnegutian 

spirit as its source novel. 

Campbell‟s apartment in the novel is situated right above a small garden and Campbell sometimes 

watches children playing hide-and-seek. He hears a cry which is then repeated several times when 

Campbell longs for the end of his game: “Olly-olly-ox-in-free”. This is a detail that gives the 

playfulness of the novel a specific zest, but its omission is not a serious adaptational “crime”. 
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What is more difficult to tolerate is the lack of facts. When Campbell lives in what he calls a 

“purgatory” in New York City after the War, the viewer has no idea where his money comes from. It 

is not important for the plot itself; however, the viewer‟s curiosity is not satisfied. The reader, on the 

other hand, knows that Campbell inherited some money from his parents: “The boodle, through 

growth and inflation, has come to be worth four times that much now, giving me an unearned income 

of seven thousand dollars a year.”
77

   

Another omission that is partly the reason for the adaptation being unsuccessful has to do with the 

internal anecdote in which Campbell is asked by his father-in-law to shoot Resi‟s dog. The act of 

shooting the dog is completely missing in the movie. In the novel, the event is an important element in 

describing the theme of WWII in its wholeness and also because death itself becomes a theme in its 

own right at the end. Not only does everybody watch Campbell shoot the dog as if it was a ritual of 

some kind; a soldier present in the house suggests Campbell buries it and adds: “If you don‟t, 

somebody will eat it.”
78

  

It was already suggested that to depict inner emotions and thoughts is almost impossible in a 

movie. When Resi tells Campbell she is not Helga, they have an argument which is a copy of the 

argument as presented in the novel – word for word. However, Campbell‟s attitude afterwards is to be 

accepted and not questioned by the viewer. On the other hand, the reader of the novel knows what 

Campbell did: “God forgive me, I accepted Resi as my Helga again.”
79

 Gordon uses the technique of 

voice-over very often in the movie and it could have been easily employed in this instance as well. 

The omission can be therefore considered as merely his artistic decision. 

The most serious omission and alteration decided for by Weide and Gordon, occurs at the very 

end of the movie. The letter from Frank Wirtanen is presented by voice-over – the first half of the 
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letter is read by Campbell and the second by Wirtanen. Not a single word of the letter is changed in 

the movie. However, what follows the letter in the novel is this passage: 

“So I am about to be a free man again, to wander where I please. I find that prospect nauseating. I 

think that tonight is the night I will hang Howard W. Campbell, Jr., for crimes against himself. I 

know that tonight is the night. They say that a hanging man hears gorgeous music. Too bad that I, 

like my father, unlike my musical mother, am tone-deaf. All the same, I hope that the tune I am 

about to hear is not Bing Crosby‟s „White Christmas.‟ Goodbye, cruel world! Auf wiedersehen?”
80

  

 

Even though Gordon uses voice-over to deliver whole passages throughout the movie, he does not 

employ the technique at this significant moment. What he offers is purely visual. Campbell hastily 

makes a noose using the typewriter ribbon and hangs himself. That would be understandable, even 

though the sudden change in the manner of his actions is strange, to say the least. However, there is 

also a shot of a person standing outside the prison cell who was supposedly watching the hanging. The 

viewer does not know who this person is since all they can see is a hand holding a smoking cigarette. 

It might be Campbell‟s guard – Bernard Mengel, but that is just a speculation. The suggestion that 

there was another human being silently watching Campbell‟s suicide adds a completely new 

dimension to the plot; that is to say a dimension of crucial significance for the discussion of cinematic 

adaptation. Moreover, the music of the last scene of the movie; i.e. the music Campbell hears when 

dying, is Bing Crosby‟s “White Christmas”. The conclusion of this thesis about the unsatisfactory 

result produced by Gordon agrees with what Boon and Pringle suggest: “The novel‟s ending is 

humorous, ironic, ambiguous, morally unsettling – completely lacking in the self-congratulatory 

retributive vindictiveness of the film.”
81

 

4.5. Theatricality 

Gordon gets closer to including the Vonnegutian voice in his movie when compared to Hill thanks to 

using the voice-over technique frequently. Considering Kozloff‟s statement about the occurrence of 
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voice-over, this can be considered quite unusual. Gordon benefits from the genre of the original novel 

– confessions. Voice-over is not employed at the beginning or the end exclusively; Campbell‟s 

(Nolte‟s) voice guides us through his whole story. By verbally delivering the plot, Gordon has space 

for capturing the depths of the characters. However; he sometimes goes deeper than covetable. 

 This results in inventions he introduces in the movie which have nothing to do with the 

original novel and are never, in any way, mentioned or hinted at. The crucial example occurs when 

Campbell is informed that his wife Helga had died (27:00). As for the characters in general and 

Mother Night in particular, McMahon rightly suggests that: “Vonnegut‟s protagonists are remarkably 

passive, and pacifists by default.”
82

 Whereas Vonnegut has Campbell remember his wife‟s death after 

a long time in a situation when he really is at the end of his life journey, in the prison in Israel, Gordon 

has Campbell actually “act” the scene; he shows Campbell‟s immediate reaction. In the novel, 

Vonnegut never mentions exactly how Campbell took the news, because the main focus of his work is 

not the dramatic part of Campbell‟s life per se. In accordance with his tendency not to keep secrets and 

ignore suspension, Vonnegut gives away Helga‟s death in Chapter 10. Campbell simply writes down 

in his memoires: “And Helga didn‟t go through the war simply looking decorative, either. She 

entertained the troops, often within the sound of enemy guns. Enemy guns? Somebody‟s guns, 

anyway.”
83

 The last line does not suggest Campbell‟s confusion, but rather his ambiguity. Vonnegut 

uses the line to point out that the boundary between being good and bad; between guilt and innocence, 

is never absolutely clear. 

Gordon depicts Campbell in a great shock, immediately asking the messenger: “Why would the 

Germans want to kill my Helga?” (27:11), to which the soldier replies: “The Russians killed her. I said 

„the enemy‟, Sir” (27:15). After this, Campbell is, with a gun in his hands, considering killing himself, 

but after a while he puts the gun down and turns to his typewriter instead. This initiates a connection 

between the gun and the typewriter which is presented as a weapon of a different kind. The viewer 
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concludes that for Campbell writing and his career are something to live for which is a significant 

divergence from the novel. 

Another example of Gordon diverging from the spirit of the novel is the scene in which Campbell 

is told by Wirtanen that Kraft and Resi are Russian spies. What follows is a hysterical panic attack 

which is completely against the nature of the character. The problem lies in the different perspective 

the cinematic depiction requires. Whereas Vonnegut writes the confessions consistently from the 

perspective of a man who went through all the events he is describing a long time ago and they are 

therefore a part of his past, Gordon opens the movie with a scene suggesting a set of memories is 

going to follow, but then he, naturally, cinematically represents those memories as if happening at the 

present. 

Some of Gordon‟s inventions can be considered in the same spirit as Vonnegut‟s novel, for 

example when Kraft says: “This is not who I am, this is the way things are.” (1:33:22); however, these 

are the minority and their significance in terms of the final impression is inconsiderable. It was 

concluded in the previous chapter that Hill also decided for some omissions, though unlike Gordon, 

Hill managed to keep his movie within the sphere of Vonnegutian spirit. For the reasons discussed up 

to this point, Weide and Gordon‟s adaptation as such is considered unsuccessful.  

4.6. Humor 

Similar to Slaughterhouse Five, the most humorous element of Mother Night is provided by the 

“presence” of the author. In the novel, the reader comes across the first example of Vonnegutian black 

humor in the introduction. Vonnegut describes his Dresden experience and says: “Everything was 

gone but the cellars where 135,000 Hansels and Gretels had been baked like gingerbread men.”
84

 

Since there is no way other than voice-over in order to preserve this line in the movie and in the novel 

it is actually articulated by Vonnegut himself, its omission is quite understandable. There are, 

however, dialogues omitted by Gordon as well. In one of them, Campbell discusses the Gettysburg 
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Address and Abraham Lincoln with Goebbels. Goebbels wants to make sure that Lincoln was not a 

Jew and suggests that: “The name Abraham is very suspicious, to say the least.” 
85

 To this Campbell 

replies: “I‟m sure his parents didn‟t realize that it was a Jewish name. They must have just liked the 

sound of it. If they‟d known the name was Jewish, I‟m sure they would have called him something 

more American, like George or Stanley or Fred.”
86

 

 A good example of classical Vonnegutian verbal absurd simile occurs when Campbell 

describes the principle of delivering the coded information in his broadcasts. He explains that the code 

was based on mannerism, pauses, emphases and coughs in his speech and then adds: “Occasionally, as 

during the build-up for the Normandy invasion, my instructions were more complicated, and my 

phrasing and diction sounded like the last stages of double pneumonia.”
87

 Another example of a 

humorous simile occurs when Campbell describes the nature of his plays: “All three plays were 

medieval romances, about as political as chocolate éclairs.”
88

 None of this is preserved in the movie. 

Since the reader connects the text with the character of Campbell, they get, through the humor and the 

details omitted in the movie, a significantly different view of Campbell and understand his actions and 

reactions from a different perspective.  

 There are some humorous moments in the novel which are translated for the purposes of the 

movie; however, the humor is lost in most cases. When Kraft and Campbell become close friends, the 

movie shows their friendship in a nutshell; i.e. in a sequence of mute scenes with music showing the 

two playing chess in different places, walking, eating, drinking wine, sitting in a café and buying 

strawberries. What is omitted is the commentary of what they do which gives the actions an extra 
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dimension: “When strawberries came in season, I remember, Kraft and I whooped it up as though 

Jesus had returned.”
89

 

 These instances could be probably only preserved via voice-over; however there are humorous 

moments that could have been very easily employed by Gordon who, for some reason, decided to omit 

them. A good example of such a moment occurs when Campbell wakes up in Jones‟ basement. In the 

movie, he is tucked up in a Nazi Germany flag, which is in accordance with the theme, but completely 

lacks the humorous potential. In the novel, Campbell wakes up covered with a bedspread of simulated 

leopard skin and this passage follows: “‟Don‟t tell me –„I said, drawing the leopard skin closer about 

me, „I‟ve joined the Hottentots.‟”
90

  

 It was concluded in the previous chapter that Geller and Hill were unsuccessful in translating 

Vonnegut‟s humor in their adaptation. Compared to Slaughterhouse Five in which the humor is partly 

based on its structure – the notion of being unstuck in time itself is humorous – Mother Night is 

thematically rather heavy. Weide and Gordon decided to prefer the dramatic dimension of the novel 

which overshadowed the comic aspects of the source novel. However, Vonnegut‟s unique style is 

based on the ambiguity; both comedy and tragedy appear at the same time. Geller and Hill translated 

at least a fraction of the humor of Slaughterhouse Five, while Weide and Gordon failed to translate the 

humor of Mother Night into their adaptation completely. The translation was impossible partly 

because the adaptation itself, in terms of its structure and its themes, was, as concluded in this chapter 

too, unsuccessful. 
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5. Breakfast of Champions 

5.1. Introduction 

Breakfast of Champions was first published in 1973 and Alan Rudolph, who is the author of the 

screenplay as well as the director, released the movie in 1999. The movie stars Bruce Willis as 

Dwayne Hoover and Albert Finney as Kilgore Trout. In Palm Sunday Vonnegut plays with giving his 

own novels grades. Whereas Slaughterhouse Five (A+) and Mother Night (A) do very well, Breakfast 

of Champions gets a C from its creator.  

Vonnegut was fifty a year before its publication and he admitted his depression caused by 

simply being an America in the preface: “I can‟t live without a culture anymore.”
91

 In the same preface 

he makes light of that same depression by saying: “When I get depressed, I take a little pill, and I 

cheer up again.” 
92

 The novel is the least structurally sophisticated of the three; however, Vonnegut‟s 

black humor is mature and omnipresent throughout the book. As already mentioned, Rudolph‟s 

adaptation did not win Vonnegut‟s approval and the reasons are made obvious by the following 

analysis. 

5.2. Structure 

The novel consists of a preface, 24 chapters and an epilogue. Once again, the preface and the epilogue 

are indispensable parts of the novel and once again, they were not included in the adaptation. The 

running time of the movie is 106 minutes. As for the story itself, Breakfast of Champions relies on 

Vonnegut‟s commentaries to an extreme extent. The story line as such can be easily summarized in a 

few sentences and the time frame of the story is approximately three days. The backbone of the novel 

is based on Vonnegut‟s descriptions, anecdotes, authorial comments and also illustrations. The movie 

uses the illustrations as a background for the credits; however, without Vonnegut‟s comments and the 
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necessary context, their meaning cannot be understood and appreciated by the viewer. There is a total 

of 120 illustrations by Kurt Vonnegut dispersed throughout the novel and they are a vital part of the 

literary work.  

 There are two main characters – Dwayne Hoover (Bruce Willis) who is going crazy and 

Kilgore Trout (Albert Finney), an old lonesome sci-fi writer. The climax of the story lies in the 

meeting of these two characters at an Arts Festival in Midland City. Hoover reads Trout‟s short story 

which is in the form of a letter from the Creator of the Universe and believes the message of the letter 

which suggests that the reader (Hoover) is the only person on the planet with free will and that 

everybody else is a robot. This is a discovery which leads Hoover to commit several acts of violence. 

 Vonnegut can be, again, considered as one of the characters of the novel. Towards the end of 

the novel he is actually physically present and the epilogue is based on Vonnegut meeting Trout, 

revealing the truth to him and setting this character of his imagination free. The idea of Vonnegut 

being a character of the movie was not employed by Rudolph and that is problematic since, as in 

Slaughterhouse Five; Vonnegut is an inextricable part of the novel. His writing the novel is highly 

self-conscious and he keeps reminding the reader he is “there” too: “I do not know who invented the 

body bag. I do know who invented Kilgore Trout. I did.”
93

 

5.3. Themes 

As already suggested, Vonnegut suffered from serious depressions when working on the novel. He 

considered his state of mind a rational consequence of what was going on around him and therefore 

believed that depression was a generally shared phenomenon in the United States of America. The 

theme of suicide is introduced through Dwayne‟s dead wife Celia who killed herself by swallowing a 

large amount of detergent. Hoover is just about to kill himself once in the novel and several times in 

the movie. 
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The theme of insanity is also prevalent and represented by Dwayne Hoover. Vonnegut 

suggests several times in this novel as well as in others that chemicals are to be blamed for the way 

people feel. Hoover suffers from symptoms like “echolalia” for example, when he always repeats the 

last word of an utterance he hears. Since some of the symptoms of his illness described in the novel 

have cinematic potential, their visual aspect in the movie actually works really well. Hoover‟s insanity 

is colorful, full of echoes and symbols. Vonnegut says this about symbols in the novel: “We 

Americans require symbols which are richly colored and three-dimensional and juicy. Most of all, we 

hunger for symbols which have not been poisoned by great sins our nation has committed, such as 

slavery and genocide.”
94

 The movie is full of those and uses them well, so that the parody is obvious.   

Symbols can be considered as a theme in its own right. Vonnegut also discusses the topic 

through his illustrations. The movie uses the idea of symbols in different ways and some of them are 

quite successful – e.g. Fred T. Barry delivering a monologue as a face on a dollar bill. This theme is 

tightly connected with the influence advertisements, commercials and the media in general have over 

Americans. All the themes mentioned so far have one thing in common – they are extremely 

unsettling. This is balanced by the humorous commentaries provided by Vonnegut which will be 

expanded on in the section dealing with humor. Throughout the novel, the theme of Vonnegut‟s 

literary reflexion keeps occurring, even though he sometimes articulates those thoughts through 

Kilgore Trout, such as, when the driver of the truck asks him whether he is serious or not, Trout 

(Vonnegut) replies: “I won‟t know myself until I find out whether life is serious or not. It‟s dangerous, 

I know, and it can hurt a lot. That doesn‟t necessarily mean it‟s serious, too.”
95

 

5.4. Incongruities 

Rudolph only uses the main story line of the novel. There are two parallel stories; one of Kilgore Trout 

and one of Dwayne Hoover. The two stories become one when Hoover and Trout meet in Midland 
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City. However, since there is no climax in terms of Vonnegut setting Trout free, which is a play of 

high literary caliber, Rudolph felt the need to come up with an alternative ending, which unfortunately 

goes against the very quintessence of the novel.  

 Dwayne Hoover of the novel is a widower, whereas the movie introduces his wife Celia still 

alive and going crazy. The fact that Rudolph raised Celia from the dead enables him to realize the 

great sentimental finale of the movie. The most serious and, indeed, shocking incongruity is the very 

end of the movie, where Rudolph closes the story with a naïve family reunion – crying Hoover 

embracing Celia and their son Bunny joining them (1:38:15). As for the end for Kilgore Trout, Boon 

and Pringle offer the following description: “Instead of having Vonnegut free the character of Kilgore 

Trout from the mechanistic prison of authorial control, Rudolph has Trout enter Alice-like through a 

mirror into the wonderland of his own imagination.”
96

 The importance of mirrors is hinted at in the 

movie and Trout actually tells the truck driver that where he comes from mirrors are called “leaks”. 

The “wonderland” dimension is however Rudolph‟s interpretation and invention. 

 It was already mentioned that the climax of the story is Hoover reading Trout‟s short story. It 

is a climax partly because Vonnegut‟s comments such as: “Ideas or the lack of them can cause 

disease.”
97

 lead up to it in the novel. Interaction between Trout and Hoover is minimal after that, 

except for Hoover biting off a bit of Trout‟s index finger, which is not preserved in the movie. 

Rudolph invents scenes in which Trout explains to Hoover why his desire to understand everything is 

wrong: “If you know all the answers, there would be no questions.” (1:25:30) Rudolph is moralizing 

the viewer through Trout moralizing Hoover and moralizing is certainly something not typical for 

Vonnegut. The crucial message the movie seems to be trying to deliver is: “Everything is life before 

you die” which is supposed to be a great wisdom thanks to which the movie ends on a positive note. 

There is, of course, no happy ending in the novel whatsoever. 
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 Rudolph basically creates an entirely new ending for the movie, in which the actions of the 

characters have nothing in common with Vonnegut‟s original. The message of the novel is therefore 

significantly violated in the movie. What is particularly striking is the fact that Rudolph was obviously 

familiar with Vonnegut‟s works since he has Trout deliver Vonnegutian lines not only from Breakfast 

of Champions, but from different works as well. The choice does not make any sense, e.g. when Trout, 

after being approached by Hoover says: “If this is not nice then what is?” (1:26:51)  

5.5. Characters 

The character of Kilgore Trout seems to be the most serious incongruity of all. From Vonnegut‟s 

works the reader knows only details about Trout‟s appearance, yet what is important about Trout is his 

philosophy and his ideas. It is particularly challenging to visualize such a character. Willis is 

acceptable as Hoover and Nick Nolte makes a great Harry Le Sabre, but Albert Finney is just not the 

right Kilgore Trout, simply because nobody could ever be the right Kilgore Trout. The character is too 

abstract and at the same time too familiar and that is why no reader of Vonnegut‟s works can ever 

accept any visualization of this sapient.  

 Rudolph has Trout talk to his parakeet which is a better solution than voice-over. However, 

when Trout leaves home for Midland City there is no parakeet to talk to, and so Rudolph has Trout 

talk to himself. Talking to himself is fine, especially for a character like Trout. Rudolph, however, 

associates talking to one‟s self with insanity and therefore has Trout talk absolute gibberish instead of 

delivering his genius ideas and observations. Rudolph lets Trout deliver those when talking to the 

truck drivers he meets as he is hitchhiking. The crucial problem of the movie character is that Trout 

wants to talk to the drivers, which is totally unlike Trout of the novel who avoids communication. 

 The novel makes a point of Trout being the only sane character of the book and Rudolph 

obliterates this notion completely. Rudolph‟s Kilgore Trout is difficult to understand as a character. 

This is true about the characters of the movie in general. Their motivation is not understandable, 

because Rudolph only offers facts without descriptions and any kind of commentary.  
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 Boon and Pringle claim that: “The film is marked with moments of brilliance, such as several 

dramatically ironic scenes between Dwayne Hoover and Harry Le Sabre.”
98

 The brilliance lies in the 

excellent acting rather than in the strength of the cinematic characters. The problem is that the viewer 

is missing the context, the frame set by Vonnegut and therefore has no key to understand the 

characters of the movie. Rudolph does not do anything to make the characters of the movie any more 

accessible to the viewer. In the novel, the reader is introduced to all the characters by Vonnegut and it 

is therefore easier to accept them. In the movie they are not familiar; on the contrary, they are weird 

strangers.  

 Rudolph introduces a female character instead of a male character in the scene when Trout 

arrives at Midland City and checks in at the Holiday Inn. This seemingly slight detail gives the scene a 

sexual undertone which is nowhere to be found in the original novel. Moreover, Rudolph invents a 

character that is absolutely superfluous in the movie and has no equivalent in the novel. It is Bunny‟s 

agent to be who offers his services to Bunny in the lounge of the Holiday Inn. The only fecund 

moment of this character lies in delivering the funniest line of the whole movie (which has nothing to 

do with the novel or Vonnegut, except for being humorous). He orders a shot of cranberry vodka at the 

bar and explains: “I „m down with UTI.” (50:11) 

 The visualization of several features of Vonnegut‟s novel can be considered the most positive 

factor of Rudolph‟s adaptation. All the omissions, inventions and incongruities are serious divergences 

from the source novel and are not at all in accordance with the message of Vonnegut‟s work. The main 

problems are, of course, the changed ending of the novel and the absolute absence of Kurt Vonnegut 

in the movie. In terms of the structure and the themes, Rudolph‟s adaptation must be considered 

unsatisfactory.       
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5.6. Humor 

As for the Vonnegutian humor of the novel, almost nothing “survives” in the movie. The visualization 

of Le Sabre‟s transvestism is probably the closest Rudolph gets and even this is preserved only thanks 

to the nature of the media rather than Rudolph‟s adaptational skills. Moreover, Vonnegut never uses 

the description of Le Sabre in women‟s clothes as a joke, because his humor is based on entirely 

different principles than appearances. Vonnegut does not create funny characters or funny situations. 

The characters as well as the situations are extremely disturbing. The humor lies elsewhere; the 

quintessence of the combination of tragedy and comedy is based on Vonnegut being the medium 

through which the plot is delivered. Since this medium is not employed in the movie, the comical half 

of the equation is lost and the viewer is left with an unsettling story of crazy Americans trying to kill 

themselves and, in most cases, does not even understand the reasons of their insanity.  

 The main principles of Vonnegut‟s humor were introduced in Chapter 2.The humor of 

Breakfast of Champions in particular relies on the alien perspective of the author. The premise is 

mentioned in the preface: “I think I am trying to make my head as empty as it was when I was born 

onto this damaged planet fifty years ago. I suspect that this is something most white Americans, and 

nonwhite Americans who imitate white Americans, should do.”
99

 Vonnegut does really make his head 

empty in a way and starts from scratch. He is trying to understand his own country and the purpose of 

human life in general by simplifying. He wants to understand the modern world by breaking it down to 

short definitions. It does not lead, of course, to understanding. However, the definitions are hilariously 

funny and since humor is a way of facing reality, it might make the world more understandable, or at 

least more acceptable. 

 The first entity Vonnegut provides a definition for is America, when in Chapter 1 he 

introduces the background of the two main characters: “Trout and Hoover were citizens of the United 
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States of America, a country which was called America for short.”
100

 He then presents their national 

anthem in full and says: “This was their national anthem, which was pure balderdash, like so much 

they were expected to take seriously. Their national anthem was gibberish sprinkled with question 

marks.”
101

 On page 10 he also points out the importance of the number 1492: “The teacher told the 

children that this was when their continent was discovered by human beings. Actually, millions of 

human beings were already living full and imaginative lives on the continent in 1492.”
102

 

Vonnegut has interesting things to say about one of the greatest Americans – Abraham 

Lincoln. He makes the following comment when a truck picks up Trout at the mouth of the Lincoln 

Tunnel: “It was named in honor of a man who had had the courage and imagination to make human 

slavery against the law in the United States of America. This was a recent innovation.”
103

 He goes on 

further to explain what exactly happened: “The slaves were simply turned loose without any property. 

They were easily recognizable. They were black. They were suddenly free to go wandering.”
104

           

 He comments upon phenomena which influence every living soul on the planet, but it seems 

that nobody except for Vonnegut actually thinks about them. A good example is a definition of gravity 

connected to the definition of real estate: 

 “All of us were stuck to the surface of a ball, incidentally. The planet was ball-shaped. Nobody knew 

why we didn‟t fall off, even though everybody pretended to kind of understand it. The really smart 

people understood that one of the best ways to get rich was to own a part of the surface people had to 

stick to.”
105
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Some of the things Vonnegut mocks are specifically American. He explains that West Point is: 

“a military academy which turned young men into homicidal maniacs for use of war.”
106

 He mocks 

education too, when he says that Americans: “were told that they were unworthy to speak or write 

their language if they couldn‟t love or understand incomprehensible novels and poems and plays about 

people long ago and far away, such as Ivanhoe.”
107

 Vonnegut also suggests that America is a country 

where: “everybody was expected to pay his own bills for everything, and one of the most expensive 

things a person could do was get sick.”
108

  

 However, no country can be saved from Vonnegut‟s mocking comments. This is, for 

example, what he has to say about Germany: “The people in a country called Germany were so full of 

bad chemicals for a while that they actually built factories whose only purpose was to kill people by 

the millions. The people were delivered by railroad trains.”
109

  

Breakfast of Champions is also full of science fiction themes ascribed to Trout. There is Kago, 

who came to the Earth to lecture on the evils of automobiles, but he was too tiny for anybody to notice 

him and his end was tragic: “He lay down to rest for a moment, and a drunk automobile worker 

mistook him for a kitchen match. He killed Kago by trying to strike him repeatedly on the underside of 

the bar.”
110

 Another one is entitled “The Dancing Fool” and this is its plot: 

“A flying saucer creature named Zog arrived on Earth to explain how wars could be prevented and 

how cancer could be cured. He brought the information from Margo, a planet where the natives 

conversed by means of farts and tap dancing. Zog landed at night in Connecticut. He had no sooner 

touched down than he saw a house on fire. He rushed unto the house, farting and tap dancing, warning 

the people about the terrible danger they were in. The head of the house brained Zog with a 

golfclub.”
111
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There are humorous details Vonnegut keeps sharing with the readers throughout the novel. He 

informs the readers about the size of a penis of every male character of the book. It might seem 

obscene and cheap, but there is a connection between “measuring” the sizes of male penises done by 

Vonnegut and measuring wingspreads of Bermuda Erns done by Trout as a young boy. The 

connection is simply this – the Bermuda Ern became extinct and Vonnegut believes that the same fate 

is unavoidable for humankind.    

As mentioned earlier, the main source of humor is Vonnegut‟s simplification of complex 

phenomena of everyday life. He defines charm as: “a scheme for making strangers like and trust a 

person immediately, no matter what the charmer had in mind.”
112

 He explains what a wide-open 

beaver is and then connects this phenomenon with another: “So there was a madness about wide-open 

beavers. There was also madness about a soft, weak metal, an element, which had somehow been 

declared the most desirable of all elements, which was gold.”
113

 Vonnegut offers the following 

definition of a “Nigger”: “A Nigger was a human being who was black.”
114

 When Hoover wants to kill 

himself, Vonnegut explains what a revolver is: “This was a tool whose only purpose was to make 

holes in human beings.”
115

 Vietnam is described as “a country where America was trying to make 

people stop being communists by dropping things on them from airplanes.”
116

 Later on the reader 

learns who Japanese are: “yellow robots fueled by rice.”
117

 Alcohol is: “a substance produced by a tiny 

creature called yeast. Yeast organisms ate sugar and excreted alcohol. They killed themselves by 

destroying their own environment with yeast shit.”
118
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It was mentioned that Vonnegut himself marked Breakfast of Champions with a C. This 

chapter concludes that in terms of the structure and the themes, the adaptation is not successful. As for 

the humor of the novel being translated into the movie, in this respect Rudolph fails completely since 

there is nothing of the humor of the novel preserved in the movie. Compared to the other two 

adaptations discussed within this thesis, Breakfast of Champions is considered the least successful of 

them all. Boon and Pringle seem to agree with this conclusion: “Unlike Mother Night, Rudolph‟s 

Breakfast of Champions does not even rise to the level of mediocrity.”
119
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6. Conclusion 

It was suggested in Chapter 2 of this thesis that to translate the unique humor of the literary works by 

Kurt Vonnegut to the cinematic medium is a challenging endeavor. The idea that humor is of highly 

subjective nature was introduced and supported by several theoretical approaches. Cinematic 

adaptations might seem simple projects of transforming a literary work for the purposes of cinema; 

however, Chapter 2 of this thesis proved that the phenomena is rather complex and has certain specific 

rules and traditional approaches inherent to the genre as such.  

 Kurt Vonnegut as an author as well as a person was introduced in Chapter 2. It was concluded 

that in terms of all the three adaptations in question his authorial personality is an inextricable part of 

the three source novels. Chapter 2 also introduced several adaptational techniques of including the 

authorial voice in the adaptation and the following chapters discuss to what extent Hill, Gordon and 

Rudolph respectively made use of those methods. 

 In Chapter 3 Slaughterhouse Five was thoroughly analyzed, both Vonnegut‟s novel and the 

adaptation made by Geller and Hill. It was proved that the central idea of the novel was well preserved 

in the movie and as a whole the movie can be considered a successful adaptation of Vonnegut‟s 

literary masterpiece. As for the humor of the novel and the movie, it was suggested that Geller and 

Hill did not manage to keep the adaptation within the limits of Vonnegutian humor. 

 Chapter 4 proved that Mother Night produced by Weide and Gordon is less successful as an 

adaptation based on the criterion defined in Chapter 2. The crucial incongruities between the novel and 

the movie were mentioned and it was concluded that unlike Slaughterhouse Five, Mother Night fails to 

translate the crucial themes of the source novel and therefore as an adaptation cannot be considered 

successful. As for the humor in Mother Night, it was proved that Weide and Gordon decided for 

crucial omissions and similar to Geller and Hill did not manage to preserve Vonnegut‟s humor of the 

novel in their adaptation. 
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Chapter 5 proved Breakfast of Champions to be the least successful adaptation of the three. 

The thesis argued against the adaptation on the basis of a complete divergence from the original 

ending of the novel as well as significant incongruities in terms of characters and the core message 

which was not preserved in the movie. As for humor, it was suggested that the source novel is 

extremely humorous, but the adaptation fails to translate this, mostly because of its inability to make 

any use of the authorial character of Kurt Vonnegut. Like the other two adaptations, Breakfast of 

Champions is also an unsatisfactory adaptation of Vonnegut‟s novel as far as humor is concerned. 

 Judging from Chapters 3, 4 and 5, it can be concluded that the analysis based on three 

different cinematic adaptations proved that the humor of the literary works by Kurt Vonnegut is 

untranslatable for the cinematic purposes. When evaluating the quality of the adaptations as such, not 

focusing on the translation of humor in particular, is was concluded in the respective chapters that two 

out of the three adaptations could not be considered successful.   

 To conclude, the unique nature of Vonnegut‟s literary works is based on the presence 

of the author. Vonnegut himself is an inextricable part of his novels and that is also what his humor is 

based on. The most common humoristic method of his lies in viewing reality from an extraterrestrial 

perspective and this pattern was proved untranslatable for cinema. The essence of literary Vonnegut 

was proved to be extremely difficult to translate for the cinematic purposes. Producing a successful 

cinematic adaptation of Vonnegut‟s literary work thus remains a challenge for the filmmakers. 
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CZECH RÉSUMÉ 

1. Úvod 

První kapitola bakalářské práce představuje cíl prováděné analýzy a popisuje způsob 

práce. Za hlavní bod analýzy je označen specifický humor Kurta Vonneguta v jeho 

literárních dílech a způsoby, jakými se tři různí režiséři pokusili o převod tohoto humoru 

na filmové plátno. Úvod seznamuje čtenáře s podrobným obsahem všech dílčích kapitol. 

 

2. Kurt Vonnegut, Humor a Adaptace 

Druhá kapitola je rozdělena na tři samostatné části.  

První část blíže představuje Kurta Vonneguta. Čtenáři je představena jeho literární 

tvorba i podstatné informace o jeho osobním životě. V této části je zmíněn Vonnegutův 

životní pesimismus, který hraje v jeho humoru zásadní roli. Dále je také představen 

koncept „umělých rodin“. 

Druhá část této kapitoly poskytuje teoretický základ bakalářské práce, co se týče 

humoru. Jsou vysvětleny klíčové pojmy, zmíněna subjektivní povaha humoru a podtržena 

jeho sociální funkce. Dále je v této části charakterizován humor Kurta Vonneguta. Tato 

část práce nabízí příklady jeho autorských postupů jako například „mimozemská 

perspektiva“ nebo princip vracejících se postav. Dále je zohledněn poměr komična a 

tragična v jeho dílech. Tato část také hovoří o tom, že pro Kurta Vonneguta nebyl humor 

pouze literárním fenoménem, nýbrž životní filozofií. 

Třetí část kapitoly definuje filmovou adaptaci a vysvětluje zásadní termíny týkající se 

tohoto žánru. Polemizuje se o výsadní pozici faktické správnosti jakožto kritéria 

hodnocení úspěšnosti filmové adaptace. Dále je popsán vztah mezi dějem a popisem a jsou 

představeny některé základní kinematografické prostředky, které jsou využívány zejména 

pro účely adaptace.            
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3. Slaughterhouse Five 

Kapitola podrobně analyzuje jak literární předlohu, tak filmovou adaptaci díla 

Slaughterhouse Five. Kapitola se skládá z úvodu, popisu literárních vlivů v době napsání 

díla, komentáře struktury, témat, postav, poměru děje a popisu a konečně rozboru humoru. 

Zvláštní pozornost je v této kapitole věnována fenoménu filmových prostřihů. Na základě 

analýzy je v této kapitole dospěno k závěru, že Hillova adaptace jako taková je úspěšná, 

nicméně na základě srovnání vyplynulo, že převod humoru se nezdařil. 

 

4. Mother Night 

Tato kapitola je formálně podobná kapitole předchozí a předmětem zkoumání je literární 

předloha a filmová adaptace díla Mother Night. V této kapitole je, kromě humoru, kladen 

důraz také na tématiku rozdílnosti a vynechávek. Závěr této kapitoly spočívá v negativním 

hodnocení jak adaptace jako takové, tak i převodu humoru z předlohy do filmové podoby. 

 

5. Breakfast of Champions 

V páté kapitole je provedena analýza díla Breakfast of Champions, které je vyhodnoceno 

jako dílo s největším humoristickým potenciálem. Opět je kladen důraz na využití tohoto 

potenciálu tvůrcem filmové adaptace. Závěr této kapitoly ukazuje, že ani zde nebyl humor 

převeden uspokojivě. Co se týče kvalit adaptací jako takových, adaptace Breakfast of 

Champions je označena za nejméně zdařilou ze srovnávaných tří. 

 

6.  Závěr 

V závěru práce jsou shrnuty výsledky předchozí analýzy. Výsledky hodnocení jsou 

veskrze negativní, protože pouze jedna adaptace je hodnocena kladně a žádná ze tří 

adaptací nedokázala uspokojivě převést Vonnegutův humor na filmové plátno.  

Bakalářská práce dále obsahuje bibliografii a seznam užitých zdrojů. 
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